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Abstract: In this paper, we study the equivalent relations between range inclusions and sym-

bols of Toeplitz and Hankel operators, and give some applications.

Let p be the normalized Lebesgue measure
on the Borel sets of the unit circle in the complex
plane C. If en(z) zn for z[ 1 and n 0, -----1, __+ 2,---, then the bounded measurable func-
tions en constitute an orthonormal basis for L
L(p). And the functions en, n- 0,1,2,’--
constitute the orthonormal basis for H.

For 9 in L, the Laurent operator L is the
Lmultiplication operator on given by

for f L. And the Toeplitz operator T is the
Hoperator on given by Tf= PLf for f

H, where P is the orthogonal projection from L
onto H2. The Hankel operator H is the operator
on H given by H,f- J(I- P)Lf for f H,

Lwhere J is the unitary operator on given by
r--I](z-’) z n O, +-- 1, +--2,’".

The following results are well known, but,
for convenience’s sake we state here them with-
out proof.

Proposition 1. T has the following prop-
erties.

(1) Tz*TTz-To, where Tz* denotes the
adjoint operator of Tz.

(2) T*--T, where the bar denotes the
complex conjugate.

(3) a, B C.
(4) T O if and only if p o.
(5> II .
We denote the set of all bounded linear

operators on a Hilbert space : by (:).
Proposition 2 ([ 1]). A (H) is a Toeplitz

operator if and only if T*AT A. And, in par-
ticular, A $(H) is analytic Toeplitz operator
(i.e., A T for some p H) if and only if

TA=AT,.
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Proposition 3.
erties.

(1)

H has the following prop-

,
(Hence WH- {x H’Hx, o} is in-
variant under T and

TqH, where q is inner).
(2) H* H., where (z) (g).
(3) H,+a, aH + fill,, a, fl C.
(4) g= 0 if and only if (I--P)9- o

(i.e., H).
(5) H, inf{l[ 9 + $ [l $ n}.
Proposition 4. A (H2) is a Hankel oper-

ator if and only if T**A ATe. Moreover we can

choose the symbol 9 L of A H such as

The following relations between Toeplitz and
Hankel operators are known.

Prosition 5 n**n Ta  --Ta
And, for any n,H*T= H, and T, H,

Concerning the range inclusions of Toeplitz
and Hankel operators, the following results are

known.

Prosition 6 ([6]). If 9 and are in H,
then T,H T,H if and only if there exists a g
n uniquely such that T T,T- T. And

then g. Particularly, if and are inner,
then g is also inner.

Proposition 7 ([5]). The following assertions
are equivalent.

<1) H H,fl
H, , for some 0.

(3) There exists a function h H such
that h I] for some 0 and that

H I- H ,rh
(4) There exists a function h H such

that h II for some 0 and that- 9h H.
Proposition 8 ([3]). T**H2 H**H if and
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only if cp o.
Proposition 9 ([3]). The following assertions

are equivalent.
(1) He H c T Hz.
(2) P is bounded below on [LHZ]-L=/= {o},

where [LH] -2 denotes the closure of

LH2
in L2.

In Proposition 7, H =.H2Th for h H
implies that g*= Th’g and H,*H
Th*H z. And concerning this and Proposition 9,
we have the following.

Theorem 1. For d2 H HH To Hif
and only if there exists a function u L such
that He T*Hu.

To prove this theorem, we need the follow-
ing two lemmas.

Lemma 1 ([2]). For A, B $(), the fol-
lowing assertions are equivalent.

(1) A
_
B.

(2) AA* <_ 2BB * for some/ >- 0.
(3) There exists a C () such that A

BC.
In particular, there exists a C (;)

uniquely such that
(a) C [1" i’nf{/2" AA* <_ lzBB
(b) Wa A/c and (c) C __c [B*]-.

Lemma 2. For any non-zero f H, there
exist an inner function 90 and an outer function
h uniquely such that f ph.

2
Proof of Theorem 1. HH- To HH c_

Conversely if HHc_ T*Hz, then we may
assume b g= o because, in the case where b- o,
we have H O and the assertion is clear. And
then, by Lemma 2, - gh where g is inner and
h is outer. Since

2 2 :gT.H TT TH
_
T,T H,: :g : $H Tg TgH T, (T,T H) T H H

$ $ 2 : $ 2and Tg H H and hence To H Th T H
$T H. Hence, by the assumption, HH

T*H and, by Lemma 1, there exists an A
(Hz) uniquely such that H T*A and that

:g
(a) A mf( <_
(b) Af,-- Wa and (c) AH - [ThH] -.
Then T*Tz*A T*Th*A *T H-HT--
Th*AT by Propositions 2 and 3. Since h is out-
er, V{znh’n 0,1,2,"’} [ThH]-and Wh.- {0} and hence T*A- ATe. There-
fore, by Proposition 4, A is a Hankel operator.
i.e., A H for some v L. And then, by Prop-

osition 5,
H, Th*H,- HTh, Uvh,-- H,--fig,h,

H., HT, * *T H, where u =vg
L" Concerning Proposition 8, we have the
following.
Theorem 2. If T,Hz] "L2 "L2

H2, then ( Oo

[Ho H] =/= H, thenIf T HZI -L
Proof.

{0) d= A;H$ A;T, and, by Proposition 3, A;H$
TgH for some inner function g and hence

T *T H 0
qg o by Proposition 1. Since g is non-zero
analytic, p- o by F. and M. Riesz theorem (i.e.,
a non-zero analytic function can not vanish on a

set of positive measure).
As a special case of Proposition 7, we have

the following.
Theorem 3. H, is hyponormal (i.e., H,H*_
H*H) if and only if H,- H*T (i.e

--90 h H) for some h H such as h
--< 1. And, in this case, HT, is also hyponormal.

Proof Since H is hyponormal if and only if

HH* <- H*H- H, H** by Proposition 3, it
is equivalent that there exists a function h H
such as Ilhll-< 1 and H-H*T by Proposi-
tion 7. And, by Propositions 3 and 5, we have

Tz H Th (gTz)*Th g*Th
and hence HTz is also hyponormal.

By [1], it is known that Toeplitz operator T
is normal if and only if T 2T -+- pI for some
/, p C and such as (i.e., T is Hermi-
tian). In the case of Hankel operator, as an ap-
plication of Theorem 3, we have the following.

Theorem 4. The normal Hankel operator is

only a scalar multiple of a Hermitian Hankel
operator.

Proof Clearly a scalar multiple of a Hermi-
tian Hankel operator is a normal Hankel oper-
ator.

Conversely if He is normal, then HH*-
He He and, by Theorem 3, there exist functions
g and h in g such that IIg[[ --< 1, h I1.0-< 1,

And then H H.Te HThT HThg and
(Tgh* /)H* O. Since Teh
<--1, Teh U= U if and only if TehU u and
since a ( Tgh) gl a ( Th*) 0 whenever gh is
non-constant by [4; Theorem 7], gh I or
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:H H {o} (i.e., H*: O). Clearly H*-- O is
Hermitian. In the case where gh 1, since 1
gh g h and since g L, h I1 -< 1, g
[hi 1 i.e. (i.e., g and h are inner) and hence

Tg and Th are isometries. Since TgTh Tgh I,
Tg and Th are invertible and Tg and Th are unit-
ary and hence g and h are constant functions of
absolute value 1. Then g / eil for some 00

[0, 27r) and
iOor_r iOo[_H=H.g=He,oo.=e l.=e

by Proposition 3 and hence, for any r > 0,

e Hle-P’7

if and only if, for

/nzn,

[11

2= 0 for all n:

[21

Therefore H re Its, where H H_
Hermitian. [3]

By Proposition 1, Toeplitz operator T is
Hermitian (i.e., T*: T) if and only if
Hermitian Hankel operator is characterized as [4]

follows.
Theorem 5. H* H [5]

p(z) E [61

n /for all n 1,
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